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A Minor Imbalance
- Alexandria Faulkenbury
It was the kind of night that makes you wonder about ghosts. The wind grumbled through
the trees, and leaves swayed in its blustery moans. It was not yet six, but a thick brocade of
clouds made it feel pitch black. The ground had had its fill of rain, and water overflowed flower
beds and lawns. Mist beaded on the eyelashes and hair of those unlucky enough to be out. Ellen
wiped the drizzle from her rimless glasses and swore under her breath. Why hadn’t she taken up
Sue on her offer for a ride home?
You always were too stubborn for your own good.
Even after a year, Ellen could still see David’s teasing smile, the corners turned down in
mock consternation. She shivered and pulled her raincoat close. The light changed in the
reflective puddles that cluttered the sidewalk, and she crossed the street, dragging her right leg. It
hurt, but it always bothered her in this weather. Her left leg pulled ahead, but she slowed it to
conceal her limp, an old habit. A harsh breeze rattled through a nearby bush, making her jump.
She chided herself for being so skittish, but the wailing wind made her think of her dream. She’d
been having it more often since David died. In it, she was freckled and pig-tailed, back in the
doctor’s office after the accident.
“She’ll have a minor imbalance in her walk once the leg heals. Nothing serious. She’s not
going to be a track star, but she’ll be fine.” The doctor laughed. He was an older man with a
round face and too much hair. Ellen sat on the exam table, cheeks stinging with shame. Her
parents chuckled uneasily. Their laughter mixed with the doctor’s and grew louder until it
morphed into the howl of the ambulance. Ellen tried to cover her ears but the noise only
intensified. And then she was falling again. Falling, falling, falling forever. Her sister Susan, still
on the roof, looked down, her mouth a perfect “O” of surprise.
When the screams started, David would gently shake her awake. Even after thirty years,
he still recited the same calming words. You are safe. You are whole. You are here.
“Ellen?” The memory dissolved into Leslie Elliott, umbrella in hand. “Nasty weather
we’re having, isn’t it?”
Ellen plastered on a smile. “Yes, hoping to get home before getting soaked,” she tried to
sound cheerful.
“Hey, why don’t you come to dinner tonight! Some of the ladies from church are each
making a different soup, a sort of potluck.”
At one time Ellen would have relished the invitation, but now she couldn’t muster the
effort. Everyone else seemed to know when it was time to put grief away, but no one had
bothered to clue her in.
“Sounds lovely, but I don’t think I’ll make it.”
“If you change your mind, be at my place at 7:30!” Leslie called after her.
Ellen shuffled past her friend and tossed a thank you over her shoulder. Now the rain
turned sideways and the darkness thickened. There just weren’t enough street lights. Five years
ago David started a petition to add more to their neighborhood. It hadn’t gained any traction, but
he was undeterred. She’d always loved his confidence. Even at twenty, when they’d met, he’d
seemed self-assured and unbothered by others’ opinions. She’d dated before David, but he
wasn’t like the others. He never treated her differently because of her leg. Didn’t try to do things
for her she was perfectly capable of doing herself. Rather, he brought out a certain strength in
her.

Her hair, always pinned in a bun at the nape of her neck, was rapidly coming undone in
the wind. Loose strands plastered themselves to her face. Somewhere behind her, a branch
snapped. Then another. She quickened her pace and peeked behind her, but her rain-flecked
glasses made seeing anything impossible.
Another branch popped behind her, accompanied by a whoosh of wind. Or was it
laughter? She scoffed at ghost stories, but the rain now chilled her in more ways than one. Three
more quick cracks fanned her fear. Her walk became a shuffling gait. She looked back again and
gasped to see a lone figure approaching. With her head turned, she missed the wet branch
stretched across the path. Stumbling, she lost her balance and fell sideways into the muddy grass
with a slurping thud. Frantically, she whirled around. Standing over her, fear etched across his
face, was a teenage boy.
“Are you alright?”
Ellen blinked hard. There was nothing there. Just a kid walking home. And he probably
thought he needed to call her an ambulance. Her face reddened.
Another memory of David materialized. A sudden downpour during a picnic had them
racing home. She’d slipped in a puddle and was furious about ruining a new dress.
Don’t be upset. People pay thousands for this treatment! He flopped down with her and
rubbed glossy mud on his cheeks until she rolled her eyes and pushed herself out of the puddle.
He always was a bit ridiculous.
Then the memory was gone. Now, splayed in the muddy grass, Ellen laughed. She
laughed at the memory of David sloshing in the mud and the mess they’d made getting home.
She laughed at how she’d frightened this poor boy as much as he frightened her. She laughed at
her own stubbornness. She laughed until tears streamed down her face and mingled with the rain.
She hadn’t laughed in such a long time.
“Um...Ma’am?”
She looked back at the boy and stifled more laughter. “Thank you. I’m fine.”
Relief flooded his features. He nodded and hastily crossed the street. Ellen pushed the
curtain of wet hair out of her face. Suddenly, she was starving. She should get cleaned up and
head over to Leslie’s. The thought surprised her, but it wasn’t unwelcome, like a long-lost friend
come home unexpectedly.

Alone
- Rita Yager
here I sit
with
no needs
the sun, air,
floating clouds
my companions
unrestricted views
different horizons
every season
changing colors of water
waves roll in and out
on the beach before me
in fall and winter
I was forced to
stand in howling winds
with naked branches
waiting…
summer has finally arrived
I now stand dressed in green
am I sad being alone?
never

A Tabloid in Braille
- Lois Greene Stone
Remember special events shared around a dining room table, and how its “formality”
made an occasion more meaningful?
Many 21st century builders claim it’s passé. House designers suggest, for family and
friends, high stools with an island-counter. If more ‘formality’ is wanted, hosts can set a kitchen
table, if one is available. How emotionally comfortable is it to entertain among the preparation
pots and accumulated dishes in the sink? An island-countertop is a workplace, not a special
eating surface.
Agility left with aging. A high, backless stool seemingly stared at me from its place next
to, as my host mentioned several times, the granite counter top. The glare from the drop-down
lighting made that surface seem shinier. How would my old body hoist itself onto the stool, and
what do I do with dangling legs, and will my back be able to manage without support?
A deep sink was part of this island, and preparation items were already in it. Heavy black
dishes were placed as settings, and, while I was grateful not to maneuver with paper plates, my
‘setting’ was an elbow-distance from the sink. The host said anyone who preferred standing
during the meal certainly could do so. I wasn’t sure if standing without surgical stockings, or
sitting with my feet far from the floor and my spine unsupported would be worse.
For me, a real table (in a dining room) is more than just a piece of furniture in a separate
space. Active living is performed around it, it invites social activity and face-to-face
communication with many people. Usually, it is a one-time investment, unless one moves to
smaller quarters after children have grown. It absorbs the growing, aging, drama of family life; it
outlives its owners and goes on to accumulate another set of fingerprints and scars.
Where else can a family enjoy breakfast with the Sunday papers spread ... a dress pattern
laid out and cut for home sewing... jigsaw puzzles pieced... flowers beaded.. large posters
painted... friends brought home to dinner? Okay. In this century, newspapers are read online or
voiced by Artificial Communication, and who sews anymore, or does handcraft? Jig saw puzzles
are sometimes done on a roll-up mat so who needs the big wood surface? Are my decades of
living showing by my thoughts?
I grew up in a center-entrance colonial-style house. As I came through the front door
from school, the Duncan Phyfe style mahogany table received my books, while my coat caught a
gold satin upholstered seat. Certainly I knew it was just as much effort to hang up the coat in the
hall closet as to drop it on a chair, and I did have a desk of my own upstairs for my books, but
the room was so pretty and convenient! Gold satin wallpaper reached to the dado, and the crystal
chandelier’s sparkle was caught in the mirror above a buffet. This was the perfect first-stop place
each day after school.
Sunday scrambled eggs, birthday parties, Michigan rummy games my grandpa played
with his sons, religious festivities, food after my father’s funeral, graduation cakes, wedding
invitation addressing, and lengthy conversations were all shared in this lovely room. When the
house was eventually sold by my widowed mother who took a small apartment on the opposite
coast, and a charity carted off the table, my fingers felt the surface. Math equations were etched
in, and I touched the rough area where a snow-covered book had lingered too long and claimed
some shine. Did I see salty tear stains following human burial or was the ring made from the hot
dish accidentally set down? My elementary school graduation dress was hand made on the
mahogany. Yes, there were the pin marks. Living room furniture came and went, all but master-

bedroom furniture was replaced, kitchen tables were changed: the dining room table was
constant.
My formal dining room, with its all wood French cherry table glowing in the light from
an imported crystal and bronze chandelier my mother bought me in 1967 is where I used to put
my heavy portable typewriter while my young children played Monopoly across from me. Was
the setting incongruous? This room was, and still is, just more beautiful than the others in the
house, has the largest table surface of any other, and is still a natural gathering place for family
and friends. The very act of eating takes on a social dimension not found in a kitchen nor on a
snack tray.
I cut out dress patterns, addressed my daughter’s wedding invitations, placed texts and
graded papers when I taught college English Composition after my children were completely
grown, and I constantly now use the table with grandchildren. Even Scrabble seems more special
sitting on padded arm chairs, natural light flashing onto a crystal in the chandelier. I can see my
sewing-pin marks, areas drier and faded from the sunlight hitting one side, tiny indentations from
pressure of ball-point pens....... My dining table is a tabloid: its story written in braille.

Alternate Route 58 (Lee County, VA)
- Ben Rasnic
Two-lane asphalt
meanders like a black snake
winding through country fields
of wildflowers and tall grass,
barbed wire fences framing
vacant stares of cattle
and unpainted barns
leaning in the wind.
There still exists a few roads
in these parts which have escaped
revitalization projects ̶
federally-funded mandates
engineered to transform the last vestiges
of Americana
into four-lane graveyards
bereft of character, identity;
of unadulterated beauty;
Like the old home place
over on the ridge ̶
tin roof flashing
in the summer sun;
paint peeling from natural
wood planks, teal green shutters
creaking in the crisp country breeze;
and beside the gravelly driveway,
an old Chevy put out to pasture
rests on gray cinder blocks
beside a rusty wheelbarrow
offering cool shade
to a sorry old mutt
whose fierce guard dog bark
has disintegrated
to a hoarse abrasive howl.
His sad red eyes
acknowledge my passing;
the iron rooster weathervane
pointing the way.
Originally published in The Orange Room Review

And Then Evening Comes
̶ David Trame
The yes and no continue,
their commas and question marks,
their dishes and leashes,
stretches and knots,
misunderstandings and shots,
sometimes it seems that the days
are Hamletic, not me,
enjoying wallowing
in the cicadas of to be and not to be,
hubbles and clatters
sometimes love hiding what matters,
and then evening comes.
It’s beautiful in its lessened velvet blue,
it’s always beautiful
despite the entanglement
of all the Nevertheless,
despite the relentless
clamours of doubts,
for instants the ineluctable
“this is the rub” is muffled,
softened, flattened and flattered,
already a bit inebriated
by the prospect of dreams.
These very lines melting enjoying
the great tatters of letters
of the coming night.

At the Edge
- Summer Koester
She
is a
swirl of
Chinese silk
in red ̶ the color
luck ̶ searching
for her moonlight at
a beach of the same
name. She fancies herself
a genie who will grant you
three wishes on this first day
of 2020, although I don’t have
the heart to tell her that the
Chinese New Year isn’t until
the 25th, and genies are not
from the far east. But there
is a coven of priestesses
summoning Gaia under
fractals of gold and fuchsia,
and somewhere between
hindsight and foresight,
bubbles the size of heads
entice my whirling genie
to where water swallows
the sun and a sky of
scarlet macaw
tails is chased
over the edge
by a Cheshire
cat
moon.

Becoming Home
- Lisa Bledsoe
None of us are the dis-ease within,
the deep dividing
before we are reclaimed, new
changed
When it comes time
to gift our bodies to
the wrens and red spruce,
winds and winding awareness ̶
to dream amid chrysalides and
cloudless sulphurs ̶
it will be wrenching hard
before it becomes easeful
We are not adept at
unloosing, and the clean
deer of our spirit falters
in the unfamiliar threshold
We are still beloved of the sun
even as frost blackens the stems
of jewelweed and the first ice
glazes them to the earth
Walk tenderly up the mountain with me
where the trees are rising
like orange and lime clouds,
where our breath rings against
the wingstroke of light
and see how the harvest mouse
makes the ice-rimed folds
of weed and hummock
and hidden places a home ̶
How, too, will you and I become home
Please don't stop before the moon rises ̶
share more of your story with me first
while the gray fox is curled nose to tail,
easy in her den
while you and I become home

Before We Changed
- Joanna M. Weston
once we were human
born and lived on earth
walked in skin and sorrow
saw our planet
turn sour and raging
acrid rivers
foaming with pollutants
trees burned by pesticides
or lit by insistence
on freedom to toss smokes
from speeding cars
spoiled by greed
and a splendid inertia
that allowed rape of the land
pesticides and clear-cuts
yes once we were humane
with conscience and compassion
but we shed them
and gained a naked planet

Dance of Tears, Chief Nobody
- Michael Lee Johnson
I’m old Indian chief story
plastered on white scattered sheets,
Caucasian paper blowing in yesterday’s winds.
I feel white man’s presence
in my blindnesscross over my ego my borders
urinates over my pride, my boundariesI cooperated with him until
death, my blindness.
I’m Blackfoot proud, mountain Chief.
I roam southern Alberta,
toenails stretch to Montana,
born on Old Man River −
prairie horse’s leftover
buffalo meat in my dreams.
Eighty-seven I lived in a cardboard shack.
My native dress lost, autistic babbling.
I pile up worthless treaties, paper burn white man.
Now 94, I prepare myself an ancient pilgrimage,
back to papoose, landscapes turned over.
I walk through this death baby steps,
no rush, no fire, nor wind, hair tangled −
earth possessions strapped to my back rawhide −
sun going down, moon going up,
witch hour moonlight.
I’m old man slow dying, Chief nobody.
An empty bottle of fire-water whiskey
lies on homespun rug,
cut excess from life,
partially smoked homemade cigarbarely burning,
that dance of tears.

Escape as Wind
- Kevin Stadt
the silent screams of
careening clouds
pull starward
clouds of bones and brains
mix with whispers
ancient smoke from
jealous flames
families of stone
squeeze out a life in shadows
eyes of ash behold
hogs baptized on mountaintops
unguessed creatures shift
beneath red dust
flesh rots into
spring flowers

Ghosts Behind Your Back
- Arianna Sebo
Ghosts behind your back
leaving their mark
on your life’s photos
the canvas of your years
learning experiences
ingrained from episodes of pain
completely unforgettable
mistakes never to be repeated
knowledge never lost
only new knowledge to be gained
expressions of life
forever repeating
mutating or
changing
never to fully
disappear
from one reality
to another

Gravity’s Lease
- Annette Sisson
The aging rental empty,
dull, she bends to pluck
a daylily by the sidewalk,
striped and gangly, leaning
to light, a vestige of her four
years’ absence. Heading home,
she stops to tighten the tether
on second-hand furniture
in the pick-up. An unexpected
phone call: the dog’s passing,
close of a slow circle.
She had claimed the white dog,
male, rescue, mutt of a certain age.
Her parents bowed to her petition:
Brothers, older, now unclasped
her tightening grasp. The dog
was just compensation for this breach
of gravity, cleft in the orbit of her will.
She buries the dog on the hill
of the back yard, remembers the balm
of his presence. Shoveling, she
notices layers of silt and rock,
roots, gradients of color, sediment
accumulated with the earth’s rotation.
She considers how her life is shaped
by those she claims, the claims
they make on her, their leavings
and comings, moving in and out
of orbit ̶ ponders the path of her own
rotation, a stately lily in sunlight,
drawn to the pull of gravity’s lease.

If Heaven Exists, I'm Sure My Father Is Watching the Yankees on an Eighty-inch Flatscreen
- Michail Mulvey
Somewhere along the way, I fell out of love with baseball. It happened slowly,
imperceptibly. One day I had to choose between watching an MLB playoff game and a
Manchester United soccer match featuring Wayne Rooney. I chose Wayne Rooney and
Manchester United.
It was startling, this choice. Why had baseball lost its attraction? Was the game too slow
for our fast-paced, twenty-first century world? Was it the proliferation of alternate sports – such
as soccer - broadcast by cable and satellite TV networks offering hundreds of channels? Was it
the constant trading of players from one baseball team to another? Mickey Mantle played for one
team his entire career – the New York Yankees. Maybe it was the day I heard that the Yankees
organization was planning to pull down the 'house that Ruth built' and build a new stadium next
to it in the Bronx.
I grew up thirty miles from New York City during the 1950's and early '60's. I idolized
the Yankees, rooted against their arch rivals, the Brooklyn Dodgers, and only occasionally
watched the New York Giants – a major league baseball team which played in a stadium called
the Polo Grounds once located in northern Manhattan. I wore my Yankees cap everywhere. I
collected baseball cards and saved them in a shoe box - it was every kid's dream to find a Mickey
Mantle rookie card in a five-cent package of Topp's baseball cards.
My father was a life-long Yankees fan. "There's nothing like a day game at Yankee
Stadium," he once said. "I'll take you there one of these weekends." In those days, taking your
kid to the ball park was a father/son tradition. Maybe it still is. Unfortunately, my father and I
never did make it to the Bronx. But one warm summer afternoon, when my son was in his teens,
and remembering my father's unfulfilled promise, I took him to Yankee Stadium - the original
Yankee Stadium.
My son and I also took in games at Shea Stadium, and later, when we moved to the
eastern part of the state, took the Mass Pike to Fenway Park. We also made the rounds of the
double-A teams in Connecticut. We watched baseball. We talked baseball. We played catch in
the driveway. But then he went to college. I'm not sure when it was that we both drifted away
from baseball and gravitated towards soccer, but it was a gradual drift that neither of us was
aware of.
It's difficult to explain why I became attracted to soccer. Maybe I just got caught up in
the hoopla surrounding the US women's national soccer team, the most successful team in
international women's soccer. Since 1990, the American women have won four Women's World
Cup titles, four Olympic gold medals, and eight CONCACAF Gold Cups. The men haven't fared
as well, but in 2002 they did manage to make it to the quarter finals in the World Cup.
I used to frequent a small bar the next town over whose owners were huge soccer fans. I
don't know if it qualified as a sports bar since it only had six flatscreen TV's. But unless a patron
complained, all six screens were always tuned to soccer matches – English Premier League,
mostly. One of the owners, John, was a big Chelsea fan.
One Saturday afternoon I stopped in for a beer and a burger. As usual, all TV's were
tuned to soccer: American MLS, English Premier League, La Liga - Spanish football – or
whatever European league was on at the time.
It was early, and I was one of only three patrons sitting at the bar. At one end sat a guy
yelling at the flatscreen -"Come on, lads!" By his accent and enthusiasm, I figured he had to be

English. By the red kit of the players he was cheering, I figured he must be a Manchester United
fan. The other patron, sitting at the opposite end of the bar, asked John to change the channel on
the flatscreen he was watching to NESN. "The Blue Jays are at Fenway," he said. The guy
ordered a beer and settled in.
I took a barstool two seats from the Brit. "Doesn't seem fair," I commented when Wayne
Rooney scored a goal. "Rooney AND Van Persie playing together for Manchester? The other
team should have stayed home."
The Brit turned to me. "You follow English football?" he asked, surprised that I knew the
names of two of the Premier League's top players. Between them, Wayne Rooney and Robin
Van Persie helped Manchester United win the 2012-2013 Premier League title.
"I'm a big fan," I replied.
The Brit glanced at the Red Sox game three flatscreens down then turned to me. "No
offense, but I have a hard time watching baseball. I catch a game once in a while, usually with
my American friends and usually between May and August when the English Premier League is
on hiatus. I just don't see the attraction. Nothing much happens. In football – what you
Americans insist on calling soccer – the players are in constant motion. In baseball, if the pitcher
has a great outing – what you call a 'perfect game'- nobody even reaches base. How can you call
a game where virtually nothing happens 'perfect'? To me, a perfect game is when Rooney scores
a hat trick, and Man United routs the other team."
I nodded in agreement. The Brit went on.
"Basically, the game of baseball consists of two teams taking turns either standing or
sitting. One team stands around in the sun waiting while the pitcher and catcher toss the ball back
and forth. The other team – with the exception of the batter who's trying to interfere with this
game of catch - sits in the dugout, spitting, eating sunflower seeds, or scratching themselves. I
wish someone would pay me millions to sit in the shade scratching myself."
He had a point, exaggerated of course, but he pretty much nailed it. I smiled and
shrugged my shoulders. I watched the rest of the match in silence. Manchester City won, of
course.
My son and I aren't alone in this shift away from baseball. Based on official numbers
from Major League Baseball, attendance averaged 28,830 per game in 2018, a drop of 4%
compared with 2017's average attendance of 30,042. To be fair, American football and NBA
attendance is also down. Maybe more Americans are staying home and watching baseball on TV
rather than attending a live game. Or maybe they're at a soccer match. According to Neilson
Sports Sponsorlink, MLS has experienced a 27% rise in interest since 2012.
I was surprised when my son told me that Major League Soccer has the third highest
attendance of any sports in the United States after the NFL and Major League Baseball.
"Average attendance at an MLS game is over 20,000," he said. "And MLS has plans for
expansion and the construction of soccer-specific stadiums." Sounded like this game we call
soccer is catching on in America.
How did soccer become so popular in America? I'm sure the success of the American
women's national soccer team has a lot to do with it. And the influx of international stars such as
David Beckham, Thierry Henry, Wayne Rooney, Zlatan Ibrahimović and Didier Drogba has
increased viewership of Major League Soccer matches. Widespread game telecasts have also
increased access and attention to 'the beautiful game.' All this has led not only to the rise in
attendance but to the addition of MLS franchises.
I wonder if the growing attraction to soccer has anything to do with the fact that unlike

American football and American baseball, there are no commercial breaks during a soccer
match. The two forty-five-minute periods are interrupted only by a fifteen-minute halftime. Even
an injury doesn't stop the clock. Any stoppage in play due to an injury is made up at the end of a
forty-five-minute period.
I'm still a big fan of American football. Although I watch British Premier League
Football on Saturday mornings in the fall, in the afternoon I watch American college football. On
Sunday mornings I watch English football. In the afternoon I'm cheering for the New York
Giants or the New England Patriots.
On any given weekend there's a soccer match – usually the MLS Red Bulls – on my son's
TV. And I'm sure his DVR is packed not only with MLS games but with matches from the BPL,
La Liga, Serie A, Bundesliga, and Ligue 1. Whenever I visit, the topic of conversation is either
his five-year-old daughter, Julia, or soccer.
Not long after Julia was born, my son posted a picture on Facebook of his wife, Melissa,
holding three-month-old Julia at a New York Red Bulls game. Was this the beginning of a
father/daughter tradition?
If Heaven exists, I'm sure it must feature an infinite number of eighty-inch flatscreen
TV's which get all the sports channels. And my father, wearing his Yankees baseball cap, is
watching the Yankees on the Yes Network. When we laid him to rest twenty years ago, we made
sure this prized possession went along with him.
But if Heaven does exist, it must also have Wi-Fi. I hope my father isn't on Facebook,
though. I'm not sure how he'd feel seeing a picture of his great-grand daughter at a soccer match
instead of catching a day game at Yankee Stadium. One thing I am sure of, though. I'm sure he
shed a tear or two when he saw the original Yankee Stadium being pulled down.
I never did find a Mickey Mantle rookie baseball card. I read somewhere that if I had,
today it would be worth over a million dollars. And even though I own a New York Yankees
baseball cap, it sits on a shelf in my basement office. I also own a Liverpool Football Club
jersey. I sometimes wear it on a Saturday or Sunday morning when I'm rooting for Jurgen
Klopp's team, Liverpool.
Sorry, Dad.

Seeds
- Deonte Osayande
Funny seeing us all
now, fruit from branches
all the same & though
raised by another
than me my siblings
& I act the same,
laugh identically
like sunflowers
rising up
after our smiles,
never forgetting
where or who
we come from

The Art of Being
- George Payne
We do not paint.
We are the pigments,
resins, solvents and additives
the soft animal bristle and
hand-assembled metal bands.
We do not write.
We are the molecules linked
together in crystalline structures,
soaked into paper, allowing
our thoughts to bleed at the edges.
We do not make music.
We are strings vibrating,
communicating rhythmic visions hanging
in air, that feeling of wanting to be
thrusted towards the chorus.
We do not build architecture.
We are the triumph of imagination
over materials. Rising out of empty space
into those impermanent
dwelling places we call home
We do not sculpt.
We are the molded clay
welded into three dimensions
with our fingers, holding the carver’s
knife like a butcher hacking beauty out of wood
We are not illustrators.
We are the bare metal plates dipped
in a bath of acid, exposed, leaving
behind sunken lines, a soft material
smudged into soft shadows.
And we do not dance.

We are releasing energy, simply taking
delight in the movement itself.
Unable to separate our limbs from life,
a natural order that we all belong to.
Nor do we love. We are love.
The eyes and hands and ears and lips of God.

Let's Raise Cane; We’re Able!
- Lois Greene Stone
Control. We think we're powerless. Once any computer network knows our mother's
maiden name, or definitely our social security number, our privacy might be accessed by a
keystroke.
We must age, wrinkle, pay taxes, follow rules of the road, not harass anyone, recycle
plastics/newspapers/glass, and so forth. Some businessmen must still wear ties and jackets in 90°
weather, and prom gowns held up by spaghetti straps are decreed to be baring: sometimes, we
can't control even our clothing choices.
But... we do have strange powers. Whenever you've just hand-washed your car, doesn't it
rain? If you once elected to put snow tires on that vehicle, didn't you see a milder winter with
little snow? When you've undressed earlier than usual and are in bathrobe and slippers, haven't
you had unexpected company? If you're deciding between two horses at a race and select "A",
doesn't "B" win?
So, it seems, we can make things happen. Why, then, in an election year, shouldn't we
realize our vote may make a difference? And why can't we choose to judge candidates on
possible ability to govern and not the titterings which the media and journalists suggest?
Bob Woodward's book, The Choice, wanted us to peek into the bedroom of Bob Dole,
listen to Hillary Clinton carry on conversations with the deceased, and so forth; what’s any of
this got to do with diplomacy, intelligence, leadership? We can consider which candidate seems
to have a personality and record we respect, and which hands we'd want responsible for overage-18 children should a third world war start.
We would like to assume that politicians would never lie under oath, tarnish the largerthan-life image we give them. We've seen, however, that politicians are people with flaws and
often use tactics to stay in powerful positions. Our government is not one big summer camp
friendship circle; our two parties show this to television viewers during a president’s speech
where one group remains seated and the other group applauds.
Control isn't always negative. Just think how society has 'controlled' quality of life with
discovery of antibiotics; harnessing of electricity; invention of air conditioning, television,
satellite dishes, computers, airplanes, cellular phones; making ramps available for the
wheelchair-bound; setting up drive-in banking; intervention of blocked heart vessels with
surgical techniques, and so forth.
Perhaps we all might stop whining about our powerless position and evaluate the ways
we actually do make a difference to others and society as a whole. With COVID-19 we, as
neighbors, have choices: will we hoard paper products and dry goods or take what we need so
there might be enough for other shoppers? Might we respect the aged who might literally die
from infection or comment that they’d lived long enough and not bother to phone those we know
in that category and ask if we could do anything. Have we guided children to not loot or destroy
closed shops since they might think this is just fun and no more than pranks since schools are
closed in most of the country?
Think about it: if you can make rain merely by washing your car, our actions can help or
hurt.

Notan
- Richard Luftig
In Japanese art the balance between darkness and light
She wishes
her life was more
like a Japanese scroll:
made lighter by the removal
of unwanted things.
When young she dreamed
that once formed
her palette would
never waver,
never change.
But getting old
has its way
of doing things
to a body,
of shifting
one’s colors,
much like how
a noon sun
in the desert
washes out all contrast.
She always thought
that when the time
came she could rub
and scrape away
at her imagined landscape
until she might
remake a world
of her own
liking, but now,
alone with her creation,
she wonders
if her palette
might be better
served returning
to those prairies

where she first
began
where everything
is best expressed
in darker hues.

Passenger
- Mark J. Mitchell
They’re always strangers,
these riders,
made stranger
by blurred vision.
Their faces ̶
thumbprints
on my useless eye.

The Last Rookery on the Island
- Betsy Holleman
The flap of wings. White birds herald
dusk migration into the rookery.
Snowy egret. Great white heron. Little
blues land on live oak limbs.
Move up and down, high step between branches.
Fight for a perch as precious feathers drift.
Silhouetted against flames of dying
sun, a portrait of mayhem and order,
pale reflections in brackish pond water.
Wings outstretched, without touching.
Long before the fishing boat,
beach sandcastle, bicycle tire fat.
Cathedral of salt air, alligatorguarded, a gathering of birds.

The National Pastime
- Bruce Harris
Cheaters never win and winners never cheat
April is baseball season. If you’re a baseball fan, or even if not, Thomas Boswell’s
insightful piece about the Houston Astros cheating scandal is worth reading. 1 It’s been
documented that in winning the 2017 World Series, the Astros cheated. During home games, the
team used electronic devices to steal the Los Angeles Dodgers signs. In other words, Astros
hitters were illegally tipped off as to the type of pitch being thrown (fastball, curveball, slider,
etc.). While sign-stealing has been a part of the game since its inception, utilizing electronics to
gain an advantage over one’s opponent is illegal.
Now what? Boswell asks, “Do you void the Astros’ 2017 title? Do you award it to the
Los Angeles Dodgers, who lost that World Series?” Frankly, there is no good solution, and that’s
pretty much Boswell’s point. Major League Baseball suspended Houston’s general manager Jeff
Luhnow and manager A.J. Hinch. Both were subsequently fired by Astros ownership.
Boswell writes, “But one central point lies beneath this entire episode: Cheating or the
perception of cheating attacks baseball, or any sport, at its very heart, threatening its viability as
an entertainment, as a business or even as an American institution that runs back to 1868.”
I agree with the above assessment, but don’t believe it goes far enough. The Astros
incident brings me back five and a half decades to a Little League ball field. The specific details
are lost to time, but the hurt, confusion, and frustration of the day remain a part of me. We were
playing the best team in the league. They hadn’t lost a game all year, but my ten-year old
teammates and I had them on the ropes. It was the last inning (we played 7 inning games), and
we were ahead. Our hopes were dashed, when the opposing team’s best hitter came up with a
runner on first base. He proceeded to hit a home run, ending the game, apparently preserving
their undefeated streak. While they celebrated as if they had just won a major league World
Series, we stood still, heads down, having let an important game slip through our fingers. Little
did I know, but that moment was about to have a profound effect on my life.
Our coach was a dedicated lover of the game. Mr. Silber (I can’t forget him), was a hardworking blue-collar guy who’d race home from his day job, many times still wearing his work
uniform to manage the team. At the time of the game, I didn’t appreciate his dedication to the
sport and community. He’d discovered that the boy who had just hit the winning home run was
not supposed to be the hitter. It wasn’t his turn. On instructions from his coach, he batted out of
order. As such, he should have immediately been called out. It would have been the third out of
the inning, and we would have won. I can still envision Mr. Silber, scorebook in hand, showing
the home plate umpire, in black and white, proof of the infraction. The umpire shook his head.
As far as he was concerned, the game was over. He walked away. Mr. Silber trailed after him,
pleading his case, but to no avail.
On that day long ago, I learned a brutal lesson. Cheaters win. I’ve never forgotten it. It
saddens me today as it did on that ball field. Cheating attacks more than baseball. It stains and
corrupts everything and everyone it touches. It erodes values and festers cynicism. Like a cancer,
it rots the spirit. The cure lies within us, individually and as a society.
The Astros are the most recent example. There will be others. At this writing, the Boston
Red Sox are also under investigation for employing electronic sign stealing. It won’t end with the
Astros or Red Sox or be limited to baseball.

Despite the doom and gloom, I can and do hold my head high, knowing that my Little
League team lost, but played hard and played fairly. We followed the rules. That’s worth more
than an underhanded win in any walk of life. I wonder if the Los Angeles Dodgers players feel
that way when they see World Series rings adorning the Houston Astros players’ fingers?
Thomas Boswell, “Cheating ruins everything about sports. The Astros got what they deserved.”
January 13, 2020 (https://www.washingtonpost.com/sports/mlb/cheating-ruins-everything-aboutsports-the-astros-got-what-they-deserved/2020/01/13/ebea7380-3654-11ea-bf30ad313e4ec754_story.html).
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The Skin of God
- George Payne
Blooming under
a deep, gold bar
mahogany squash
color, containing the
cherished dew of
midnight's tears
we need the entangled
silence of soil. The source
of the Sequoias and the
bones of eternal Prague
daffodils laced with the
benign clarity of liquefying
moonlight, and Bull Nose peppers
seeking atonement in erotic rage
feeding from the palms of strangers
we need the soil, the stripped out
skin of God

Thunderstorm
- Daryl Muranaka
instant daylight
fills the tent
as the thunder
rattles tree trunks
the campsite
the tiny explosions
of the rainy night
on the roof tarp.
shall we run & hide
in the shield of the car
or lie here silent
in the hand of God?

Volley of Darkness
- Marilyn McVicker
The chill breath of evening,
spiced with wood smoke,
curls in the window.
I turn on the amber lamp,
soothe dark corners,
open the cast iron door, strike a match,
light the wood stove.
Outside a barred owl hoots
a low tone, answered by another,
on the other side of our cove.
It gets dark early now.
The owls hoot back and forth,
a volley of eerie whispers.
I sit down, arrange a pillow
on my high back rocker,
wrap tightly the tattered afghan
around my legs, tend the yearning
that opens as a chasm when darkness falls.

Why Do Some Teachers Drop Out?
- Lois Greene Stone
Think the schoolteacher-shortage is because of low salary or crime? There may be a
'human' reason. We've rationalized about student drop-outs, but faculty-leaving may come from
personal creativity-smothering and a system with a goal of conformity.
When I did my Student Teaching six week requirement for an Education degree, I taught
high school English and Art; I allowed my Art students to hum as they painted, and devised
English Shakespeare exams in crossword-puzzle and word-search game form. The 'regular'
teacher negatively graded my creativity, felt I also should not have met with students after
classes to hear about their adolescent problems; the Art teacher suggested I was lax with
discipline as a room must be quiet. My college advisor received these comments. Yes. It was
long ago but my teaching methods couldn't be suppressed by sour criticism; only my Student
Teaching grade was poor.
I was still that rebel when I taught English Composition in a local college and heard
similar remarks about my caring for individuals and creativity with curriculum. The Acting Head
of the English Department was upset that I met with my students in the cafeteria to listen to their
personal problems. He said conferences had to be in the sterile office setting, and that only
academic works were to be discussed. Further, he demanded perfect faculty-meeting attendance
defining merit classification as "I think that anyone truly committed to good teaching should be
willing to make time for this handful of meetings" ...not department faculty meetings, but
repeated rap sessions with others instructing the same course. He told me I was "too devoted to
students and worked very hard at my classes" and turning out my philosophy of productive,
inspired, informed, more aware students has no worth and threatens the others in his department;
contract renewal would be in jeopardy unless I conformed. Allowing a visually impaired boy to
take an exam in a separate room flooded with sunlight, giving students my home phone number,
finding a suicide prevention place for the few desperate, had no place in academics, according to
this acting-head.
To him, 'good' teachers ante up for United Way and teachers' organizations, attend all
meetings without question, go to semi-annual faculty parties, grade best class essay B+ and worst
F and undecided C, do whatever peers do, request teaching courses that may be scored with
number 2 pencils and computers. Right? I wanted to continue to be the instructor for English
Composition as I got to ‘know’ the person who fills blank pages with thoughts and fears and
hopes. Few ever want to teach that subject.
There have been proposals for rewarding 'good' teachers with pay hikes. How is 'good'
defined at any school from kindergarten through the college graduate programs? What's 'bad'
about approaching students as individuals? Why, also, is a preference for teaching composition
rather than any other English course met with amazement? Shakespeare or Modern American
Literature or Fiction is the goal after new instructors have served freshman-English-teaching
time.
English 101 is a dreaded college-level course, and adjunct faculty are generally 'stuck
with it'. Innovative instructors devise clever ways to lecture persuasive technique and narration; a
sensitive lecturer remembers the pain of homesickness and requires students to transmit their
own to blank papers. Trust to never embarrass or humiliate allows the student’s real feelings to
be exposed. Opinions re health-spa fitness or why one sport may/may not be more dangerous
make stay-awake lectures for logical vs. emotional arguments.

That department acting-head felt that if one English 101 instructor attempted to make
every one of his/her pupil's feel like real writers, other instructors might have to do the same.
Conformity is one of the basic goals of society. What's incorrect about finding something
positive in each composition, grading a student against himself and not the best in class? When a
D writer improves concept, grammar, organization, and so forth, issuing an A on an essay (as a
means of praise and success) does make the student work harder. There is satisfaction knowing
one has improved both a student's skills and confidence. Certainly, this grading method means an
instructor has to spend more time scoring each essay, refer to each student's prior essays, write
how a current one was better/worse than previous, and so forth; if he/she chooses to spend the
time, why wouldn't this be regarded as 'good' teaching? Science is exact, not writing.
Nearly any educated and well-read instructor can help students capture Chaucer and
others... but a writing-course teacher can share a bond of trust with a student who pens private
attitudes on paper. A weak writer may become stronger, a frail ego inflated, a pupil might be
better prepared for skills needed daily... whether it is a letter of complaint or a shopping list.
Under an armload of essays that cannot be scored by computers and number 2 pencils is a stack
of feelings. These can be rated or humiliated! What pay-hike rewards this type of 'goodness'?
The movie Dangerous Minds showed that teaching a student rather than a course can
actually educate. But too many people in positions of authority can be compared to the principal
in that film who felt it was mandatory for students to learn manners, specifically knocking on a
door before entering, and he sacrificed listening/helping youth for his 'order'.
Isn't it frightening to also know that one may actually have no background to teach a
subject yet be hired to instruct it? Private schools, including universities, don't require state
licensing. Before judgment is passed, remember a license doesn't mean qualified nor does it
mean teaching subjects for which one had been trained.
Another aspect of 'qualified' can't be scored and stamped official. These teachers are
often the ones that find the level of frustration with the system that thwarts innovation and caring
such that, as in the old movie Network, they open windows and shout, “I don't have to take it"
when personal philosophy and job satisfactions are jeopardized.
Currently, teachers must deal with possible gunshots, special needs students that may also
be violent, licensing exams that are more than a single test, paras who are with one-on-one needy
pupils also in classrooms, and the constant conformity. Might some educators ‘drop out’, still,
because some prefer to teach a person and not just a course, and can't?

Without Force
- M.J. Iuppa
Careful where you step in these woods
covered with coppery leaves & fallen
trees and moss, rusty & pale green, is
a warning from your mother, who ate
her mother’s words, before you set out
to walk among cemetery’s ruins where
toppled headstones score the earth with
names of someone’s loved ones & Ghost
flowers rise on waxy stems; their white,
nearly translucent, hooded heads tipped
downward like shepherd hooks, like
mourners in a procession to a murky
plot where they’ll survive, tapping
energy from fungi, pulling underground breaths of life from death;
& you will want to touch them, not
realizing that the heat of your hands
will turn them into water.
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